Local Rules (as of 2022)


USGA Rules of Golf govern play unless noted here otherwise.



Ground under repair exists in own fairway when the ground is abnormally bare or newly
seeded areas, it is not marked by white paint. Relief is optional, if taking relief, nearest
point no closer to the hole, and drop from knee high. Hole 1, 2, 4, 9, & 16 in particular.



Ground under repair exists in rough areas where stumping has taken place and mulch or
loam is present.



Code of Conduct. All golfers while playing golf are to act with integrity and with the
utmost care for the course at all times. All members and guests are expected to adhere and
comply with the Pace of Play policy of 4 1/2 hours for 18 holes.



Relief from clearly defined cart paths. Rule 16-1.



Free Relief from French Drains, exposed pipes, and well covers through the green, ball
must be found.



Relief must be taken from Flower beds, ball must be found.



Exposed rocks in own fairway are deemed not integral and relief is optional if affecting
stance/swing only.



Mulched areas around existing trees -- no relief.



Embedded Ball Rule in affect through the Green.



Hole 2- Fence on left is an out of bounds boundary fence, no relief. Fence on right is not
integral to the course and free relief is permissible for swing and stance. If the ball goes
over the fence, it is deemed lost, stroke and distance is applied.



Hole 4- Fence behind the green is boundary, no relief. Rocks behind the green is integral,

no relief.


Hole 9-The driving range is out of bounds and the poles define the boundary.



Professional Golf Staff will have final say on all matters.

Out of Bounds


Hole 1- Behind the green.



Hole 2- Left side of hole, lost ball over the fence on right side of hole.



Hole 4- Behind the green where fence is.



Hole 6- Left side of the hole, fence is boundary.



Hole 7- Left side of the hole, fence is boundary.



Hole 9- Driving range is out of bounds.

